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 Photos by. slogans from the bling world “Bling. It’s more than having money. It’s having that glimmer in the eyes,” says
Anushka Nigam, one of the hosts of “Bling: It’s More than Money”, the India-based collection of shows on Living Social. For
Nigam, bling is about glamour and allure. Nigam, a successful entrepreneur, has a different take on the adage “knowledge is
power”. Nigam, who’s based in Mumbai, has a jewelry store in Powai, while she also runs an online business selling designer
clothes and accessories. Her most successful business venture is ‘Bling’, which she launched in 2008, just a month before the
Lehman Brothers collapse. The show, which features men and women of various nationalities, has a strong focus on power

dressing, celebrity-inspired accessories, and cool fashion combinations. Listen to the podcast Appearing on the show for the
first time is Anushka Nigam and the second time is Jessy Wilson, a model and jewelry designer. “Yes, I’m a bit bling myself,”
laughs Anushka when asked whether her jewelry designs are indeed bling. KATHMANDU, 24 November: Photo: Anushka
Nigam (right) and Bhumika (left) on the ground floor of Anushka Nigam’s jewelry store in Powai, Mumbai. The couple’s

discussion in a very informal setting certainly makes for interesting listening. But there is much that the two talk about that is
pretty interesting as well. For instance, Anushka talks about the way in which Indian women are appreciated overseas. “Women

are not appreciated in India because of a stereotype,” says Anushka. “A woman is assumed to be a housewife. It is not that
women don’t want to work, but there is just an unwillingness to put in the effort.” The show is mostly content-driven, with a

focus on bling, celebrities and cool fashion. But the conversation isn’t always about the show. At times, it veers towards
domestic issues. For instance, the two discuss the lack of understanding between people who are from different social strata.
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